BUILDING
LEGENDS
Building Legends is a New Zealand Institute of Building (NZIOB)
training programme comprising a suite of workshops presented by
today’s industry legends, passing on their skills and experience to create
a pool of highly skilled construction managers, who will in turn become
tomorrow’s industry legends.
The seed for Building Legends was created in November 2017 with a sell-out
event involving industry legend, Warren Hollings (MNZIOB), who provided an
overview of the key elements from his 2016 book, ‘Stand and Deliver - Leadership and the Power of Teamwork’.
A review of Warren’s book suggested that the publication was “destined to become the modern project
manager’s go-to text for strategy, planning and harnessing the power of teamwork to achieve outstanding results”.
The positive feedback provided by those attending the Warren Hollings event, reinforced the NZIOB’s view
that there is a high level of interest from the younger generation of Construction Managers to be exposed
to experienced industry figures like Warren, whom can provide them with relevant and insightful tools and
techniques to grow their own capability.
With Building Legends, the NZIOB is providing training designed to accelerate the development of the next
generation of New Zealand’s Construction Managers. Each workshop topic will be delivered by an experienced
construction practitioner who is viewed as being an expert on the topic.

Delivery mode
Each workshop will comprise two to three sessions, with each session being approximately three hours in
duration. They are scheduled mid-week, with a spacing of a fortnight between sessions, so that participants can
trial their learnings on their respective sites and report back to the group on the results.

The first Building Legends workshop
Topic:			

Construction Planning

Presenter:		

Warren Hollings

Where & When:		
			
			
			

Auckland (1) – Weds 18 July, 1 Aug & 15 Aug (3.00pm-5.30pm) COMPLETED
Auckland (2) – Weds 22 Aug, 5 Sep & 19 Sep (3.00pm-5.30pm) UNDERWAY
Christchurch – Weds 29 Aug, 12 Sep & 26 Sep (3.00pm-5.30pm) UNDERWAY
Wellington – Weds 14 & 28 Nov (2.30pm-6.00pm) SUBJECT TO DEMAND

Cost:			
			

Auckland & Christchurch: Non-NZIOB Members $750 + GST, NZIOB Members $650 + GST
Wellington: Non-NZIOB Members $650 + GST, NZIOB Members $550 + GST

by
leaders
Attendee numbers:

Insights from building and
construction
industry leaders
Capped at 20 attendees
per workshop

Subsequent Building Legends workshops
Indicative future workshop topics include Commercial Issues & Risk, Procurement Strategies, Extension of Time
(EOT) Claims, Resource Planning, and Methodologies.

Book your place now
nziob.org.nz/building-legends

